
 
 

“We’ve seen an increase in the number 
of hacked sites by approximately 32% 
in 2016 compared to 2015. We don’t 

expect this trend to slow down.” 
 

-  SOURCE: GOOGLE – 
 

Every day Wordpress sites get hacked into and good businesses websites go down for 
days, weeks, sometimes month and thousands of dollars are spent repairing them.  We 
are here to help prevent that from happening to you.   
 
We take a 3 level approach to our Wordpress security to give you the best protection 
from being hacked and if for some chance you do get hacked because there is no 100% 
solution we can have you site back up and running in no time at all with minimal or no 
cost to you. 
 
Let’s break these down. 
 
1. Protection 
First and foremost you need to lock down your site and keep it safe. You’ve got to raise 
the drawbridge, lower the gate, ignite the flammable moat and do whatever else you can 
to stop attacks before they start. This is the obvious first step and kind of hard to 
ignore: protect your site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2. Detection 
No matter how good your protection is the bad guys might find a way to hurt your site. 
And you need to know when an attack is happening. 
 
The attack won’t always be a full frontal assault that makes it painfully obvious your site 
has been hacked. Sometimes they’re sneaky and bots will put a bunch of hidden code 
into your site. It’s no good to have all kinds of protection but then not know when some 
malicious virus found a weak spot and broke through. Malicious bots and hackers may 
have already infiltrated your site. You’ll never know without detection. 
 
 
3. Recovery 
Finally, you need a plan to get your site up and running again after it’s been knocked 
down. These things happen. The best protection and detection strategies can still be 
foiled and you need to be prepared. Why worry about the worst-case scenario when a 
little preparation will have you covered? Plus, a good backup is important for other 
reasons besides security. We recommend backing up your site with our real time 
backup solution (which also handles restoring your site if something happens) so you’re 
prepared for anything. 
 

 
All for the low monthly price of only $99 $59/month 
 
 

Everything you need to protect, backup and recover your website 
are included in the 100% managed solution below. 

 
WORDPRESS LOCKDOWN 
The following is everything included in our Wordpress Lockdown solution. 
 
Security Check 

Ensure that your site is using the recommended features and settings. 

404 Detection 

Automatically block users snooping around for pages to exploit. 

Local Brute Force Protection 

Protect your site against attackers that try to randomly guess login details to your site. 

File Change Detection 



Monitor the site for unexpected file changes. 

File Permissions 

Lists file and directory permissions of key areas of the site. 

Network Brute Force Protection 

Join a network of sites that reports and protects against bad actors on the internet. 

Strong Password Enforcement 

Force users to use strong passwords as rated by the WordPress password meter. 

System Tweaks 

Advanced settings that improve security by changing the server config for this site. 

WordPress Tweaks 

Advanced settings that improve security by changing default WordPress behavior. 

WordPress Salts 

Update the secret keys WordPress uses to increase the security of your site. 

Malware Scan Scheduling 

Protect your site with automated malware scans. When this feature is enabled, the site 
will be automatically scanned each day. If a problem is found, an email is sent to select 
users. 

Password Expiration 

Strengthen the passwords on the site with automated password expiration. 

reCAPTCHA 

Protect your site from bots by verifying that the person submitting comments or logging 
in is indeed human. 

Two-Factor Authentication 

Two-Factor Authentication greatly increases the security of your WordPress user 
account by requiring additional information beyond your username and password in 
order to log in. 

User Logging 



Log user actions such as login, saving content and others. 

Version Management 

Protect your site when outdated software is not updated quickly enough. 

User Security Check 

Every user on your site affects overall security. See how your users might be affecting 
your security and take action when needed. 

Hide Backend 

Hide the login page by changing its name and preventing access to wp-login.php and 
wp-admin. 

Server Config Rules 

If you need to manually add the server config rules to your server, you can find them 
here. 

wp-config.php Rules 
 
Disable the file editor (code) in the admin. 

Version Management 

Even with recommended security settings, running vulnerable software on your site can 
give an attacker an entry point into your site. These settings help protect your site with 
options to automatically update to new versions or to increase use security when the 
site's software is outdated. 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
 



SOLID WORDPRESS BACKUP 
 
Your backup solution needs four components to be successful. Some backup 
solutions cover some but not all, leaving your website vulnerable. Our backup 
solution covers all four backup elements in one single solution.  
 
So, if something goes wrong, rest easy.  
 

1. We back up your whole WordPress site 
2. 24/7 backup monitoring 
3. Send/store backups remotely off-site 
4. Have a process for quickly and easily restoring WordPress from a backup. 

 
	


